
handicraft tip

Greetings from the Easter Bunny.
Giving away self-made Easter 
nests.
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More cra�  ideas and additional material 
information can be found on our website.

level of difficultytime required
30 MINUTES

Instructions:

Used items:

67 379 521 Folding box, FSC Mix Credit 1 piece
35 035 576 Multi-Liner 1 piece

Additionally you need:
Transfer paper, pointed-tip paper scissors, pencil or ballpoint pen

1 Cut the two rectangular flaps of the folding box along the fold line by means 
of the paper scissors.

2 Copy both sides of the template sheet and cut out the ears and the face on 
the square-shaped outer sides of the copy. 

3 Lay the transfer paper with the black side facing down on the front of the 
folding box. Place the chosen bunny face in the middle and trace its outlines 
with a pencil or ballpoint pen. Do the same when transferring the bunny ears 
on the inside of the opposite lid.

4 Draw the eyes, muzzle and whiskers using the Multi-Liner.

5 Cut out the ears along the outlines with the pointed-tip paper scissors and 
fold the box together.

tip: The eyes look particularly lively if you use the white acrylic marker to 
create a tiny dot of light.

Now you can fill your Easter nest as you please and offer a bit of joy!
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Funny Bunny Faces Colouring Template
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B
unny Ears C

utting Tem
plate

Suitable for folding boxes 10 × 10 × 10 cm
Item

 no. 67 379 521 / Item
 no. 67 323 102 / Item

 no. 67 328 576

Suitable for folding boxes 7,5 × 7,5 × 7,5 cm
Item

 no. 67 380 521 / Item
 no. 67 322 102 / Item

 no. 67 327 576

Cutting line

Outer edge folding box

Optional adhesive surface




